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Summary
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the wireless adhoc
networking identification technology used to identify, arrange,
sort, monitor people and objects upto a certain range without line
of sight between reader and tag. Because of this ability, RFID
technology has left behind the other identification technologies
especially bar code technology in various fields. [2]
This paper discusses the working of Active RFID Tags in large
warehouses, the methods to identify all containers using only one
reader, the problems associated with it and the solution to the
problems. Because the range of the reader is limited, so in large
warehouses certain tags may not come within the range of the
reader. So when an inquiry is made by these tags, it may not
reach direct to the reader. For this an intermediate propagation
protocol is needed which can effectively increase the range of the
reader to the last unidentified tag. This methodology implies
adhoc routing which have been described in this paper. In the end
a secure protocol has been suggested which covers the whole
scenario.
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1. Introduction
The RFID system is the automatic identification system
which mainly consists of two components:
RFID Reader (commonly known as interrogator)
RFID Tag (commonly known as transponder) [1]
Both of them are connected to the host computer which
transfers data between the RFID network and the system
where databases are operating. [2]
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Fig. 1 A Radio Frequency Identification System [3]
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A brief description of the basic components is as under:
a) RFID Reader
An RFID reader is an object which is usually placed at the
entrance of the warehouse. It also consists of an integrated
circuit (IC) and an antenna for communicating with the
tags. When a tag enters the read range of the reader, the
tag transmits its stored data to the reader. The information
received by the reader from the tag is sent back to the
system through network interface [2]. In large warehouses
with more than one entrance, readers are placed at each
entrance and all readers can be grouped together with one
back end system.
b) RFID Tag
An RFID tag is an object that is placed inside the product
to be identified. It also consists of an IC and an antenna for
transmitting and receiving information. In warehouses,
RFID tags are implanted to the every incoming container.
These tags store many kinds of information about the
containers, including serial numbers, time of arrival and
departures, contents of the containers, and much more.
RFID tags are of three types: passive, semi passive and
active.

1.1 Why Is Active Tag Used?
The status of the containers changes rapidly in a day. So it
is burdensome to manage their data at every instant with a
paper and a pencil. Moreover there will be greater chance
of false data entry and work delay. Therefore to avoid this
situation, we have used RFID system with active tags to
keep the pace of the work fast and correct.
Active tags have following advantages over the passive
tags:
• Active tag has its own transmitter and receiver with a
power source.
•

Active Tag can itself initiate transmission at any time,
without being activated first by the reader because of
its built-in decision-making ability.

•

It can read, update and receive data from neighbor
tags at distances much greater than passive tags.[1]
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Active Tag has the ability to communicate with the
multiple tags simultaneously-nearly at a rate of about
50 tags per second.[4]

The read range of the reader is limited and it is not
possible for a reader to communicate directly with the
farthest tag. But the communication can be made possible
via other tags i.e. a path is defined and the reader sends its
data to the first tag within its range and then this tag sends
data to the next tag and so on until it reaches the last tag.
It makes a wireless adhoc network in which tags
communicate with each other and with the reader.

The scope of this research paper is to design a secure
routing process for the current scenario and to propose an
anti collision algorithm for secure tag to tag and tag to
reader communication.
In Section 2 of the paper, we describe the RFID system in
a large warehouse. In Section 3, a secure Network
Discovery Process by the reader and tags and the Data
Communication process between the reader and last tag
have been shown. In section 4, we have given a
propagation delay graph and a discovery time graph for
our proposed algorithm.

CONTAINERS WITH TAGS

READER AT THE ENTRANCE

SERVER

Fig. 2 Warehouse Asset Management with RFID system

2. Implementation of RFID System in a
Warehouse
Consider a warehouse in which several containers are
placed at farther locations. . Each container is furnished
with a unique tag for information processing and all the
tags are networked together with a reader which is placed
at the entrance of the warehouse (Fig 2). The reader must
keep the record of all tags in the warehouse so that we can
get the following information about the containers:
• Time of arrival of containers
• Time of departure of containers

• Suspected Tampering in containers
• Change of status of containers (full or empty)
• Change of location of containers
• Contents of shelf
Various techniques can be used for wireless networks but
in our situation the algorithm should meet the following
criteria:
• Every tag in our system should keep the record of
its neighbors.
•

The algorithm must avoid tag to tag and tag to reader
collision.
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•

All the tags in our network should be accessed by only
one reader

•

A path must be defined from the reader to the last tag
such that there are minimum numbers of hops and
minimum signal strength.

For simplicity, we consider 5 containers containing tags
and 1 reader in the warehouse.
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network. It can be considered as a big network divided into
subnets like the case of master – slave network. In Fig 3
the subnets (neighbors in the communication range) of the
reader and every tag are shown by dotted circles. The
network can be simply drawn as shown in Fig 4. This
figure shows the possibilities of communication between
tags and readers with reference to Fig 3.
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Fig 4 Network with all tags and their neighbors

3. Proposed Models for Network Discovery &
Data Communication Processes
Range of Reader
Range of Tag 1
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Range of Tag 4
Range of tag 5

Fig. 3 Proposed RFID Adhoc Network for long distance communication

The reader and tags make an adhoc network with each
other. Let the farthest is Tag 5 and there is no direct path
between reader and Tag 5. Tag 1 comes in the
communication range of the reader (Neighbors) (Fig 3). So
it can be considered as a subnet in which reader can only
communicate with its neighbors directly. Likewise Tag 2
and Tag 4 come within the range of Tag 1 so Tag1 can
communicate with Tag 2 and Tag 4 only. Similarly, Tag 4
communicates with Tag 2, 3 &5 and makes an adhoc

3.1 Network Discovery Process
The Reader initiates the communication by sending a
Broadcast Inquiry message (BC Inquiry). Only Tag 1 is in
its vicinity so it responds the BC Inquiry message with an
ID packet after waiting for random time (Fig 5a). The
reader then responds with Ack packet. The readers then
sends discovery packet (DISC) to Tag 1 after certain time
slot to allow it discover its neighbors. Therefore it sends
BC Inquiry to detect its neighbors. Tag 2 and Tag 4 will
respond to Tag 1 with ID packets after random times. Tag
1 will respond back with an ACK packet. Tag 1 sends this
information through neighborhood (NB) packet to the
reader. The reader will generate a routing table for tag 1 by
sending it a routing table packet (ROUTE). Tag 1 responds
back by an ACK packet. The reader then initiates the
neighborhood discovery of Tag 2 and Tag 4 by sending a
DISC packet which first hops to Tag 1 and then it hops to
Tag 2 and 4 at different instants.
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Fig 5a Network Discovery process (Packet Exchange Sequence)

Let Tag 2 starts discovering it neighbors first by sending a
BC Inquiry message. Tag 1, 3 & 4 respond by their ID
packets at random slots. Tag 2 will acknowledge them at

random times one by one. Then Tag 2 sends its neighbors’
information to tag 1 by NB packets and then tag 1 sends it
to the Reader.
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Fig 5b Network Discovery process (Packet Exchange Sequence)

Likewise all the Tags discover their neighbour until it
reaches the last Tag 5. The process is completed with all
Tags having upgraded routing tables and Reader with all
its neighbors’ details.

This process is like a centralized communication process in
which every node sends its neighbors details to the Reader.
The Reader will look up its routing table for shortest path
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if it wants to send any data to the farthest Tag. Fig 5a
shows the network discovery process of the Reader and the
neighborhood discovery process of Tags 1& 2. Fig 5b
shows the neighborhood discovery process of Tags 4& 5.
During neighborhood discovery process, there is
always a chance that the two or more Tags respond at the
same time i.e. the random expected value of time for two
tags becomes same. This causes a collision due to
duplication of data. Fig 6 shows that Tag 2 and 4 are
responding in the same random time slot.
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Fig 6 Two or more tags transmitting in the same time slot
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Fig 7 Data Communication Process

Wen-Tzu Chen suggested anti collision for RFID tags by
allocating random frame length for every request. The
tags which fail to respond or collide in the first
neighborhood discovery cycle, will respond in the next
cycle [5]. Won-Ju Yoon provides an improved tag
collection method for active RFID systems based on
ISO/IEC 18000-7 standard. [6]. Björn Nilsson suggested
a dynamic back-off algorithm thereby reducing the tag
energy consumption and read-out delays. [7]

3.2 Data Communication Process
In the Data communication process the reader looks for the
entry of Tag 5 in its routing table. There is no direct path
entry as the destination is through intermediate nodes. The
Routing table shows that the path to the destination is
through Tag 1. So it transmits DATA packet to its
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immediate neighbor Tag 1 and search for routing table
entry there.
Again there will be no entry and DATA packet will be
transmitted to neighbors of Tag 1 i.e Tag 2 & Tag 4after
random time. As Tag 4 has direct address entry of Tag 5 so
Tag 4 responds back with Ack packet to Tag 1.Tag 1
forwards Ack packet to the Reader. Then Tag 4 sends
DATA to Tag 5. The process continues until the DATA
packet reaches Tag 5 which respond to the least hop path
i.e. Reader-Tag1-Tag4-Tag5 with response (RSP) packet.
Now the reader polls each tag of the least hop path. First it
polls Tag 1 with POLL packet which responds with an
empty DATA packet. Then it polls Tag4 via Tag 1 with
the POLL packets. Tag 4 embeds RSP from Tag 5 in the
payload of its DATA packet and sends it to the reader via
Tag 1. Fig 7 shows the data transfer process as explained
above.
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for each hop. So the total discovery time for one hop is the
sum of total slot time and the response time of the
neighbors.
When all hops in the network complete their neighbor
discovery process, then the data starts to propagate through
the shortest possible path. The flow of data in the
calculated shortest path anti collision network increases
with the number of hops. Referring to fig 6, if data
propagation time for 1 hop is taken as 4ms then the graph
of time taken from 1 hop to 100 hops is almost
proportionally increased as shown in the following graph.

4. Mathematical Approach for the Proposed
Model and Results
Let N be the number of Tags to be discovered in the
warehouse. Suppose X be the time slot for which each hop
waits for response from the neighbors and Y be the
Expected Random Time slot in which neighbors responds.
Then the total time required by the nodes to discover their
neighbors is given in Eq 1:

Z 0 = (N * X ) + Y

(1)

The Expected value for uniform distribution is taken as
maximum i.e. the mean of minimum (x) and maximum
values (y) of time as in Eq 2:

Y = ( x + y) / 2

(2)

Fig 9 Graph between Data Propagation time and Hops

The Effective Throughput of our network can be
calculated by taking into account the processing delay of
each hop and the time to propagate the data through the
hops. If data packet size is D bytes, data propagation time
(as calculated above) is T1 and Node processing delay is X,
then the effective throughput can be formulated as Eq 3:
(3)
Throughput = ( D * 8) /(T 1 + X )
The simulation results are shown in Fig 10.The throughput
decreases gradually with the increase of data propagation
time. This verifies that throughput will be better if number
of hops and thus propagation time will be less.

Fig 8 Graph between Discovery time and Hops

Fig 8 shows the relation of discovery time with the number
of hops. A time slot of 64ms is considered for simulation

Fig 10 Graph between Effective Throughput and Hops
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5. Conclusion
We have proposed the way of discovering long distant tags
with one reader, thus enhancing Active RFID system
capabilities. Also a secure data communication process is
proposed. We have calculated the discovery time and the
propagation time of the data from reader to last tag. In the
end the throughput of the proposed network has been
shown in the graph.
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